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Abstract

Internal migration is one of the main driving forces of a country’s demography.
Yet, migration is path-dependent, and critical characteristics of internal migration,
including the propensity to keep moving and return to previous locations, are fre-
quently ignored. Here, a model of city-to-city migration is constructed, where the
movement of individuals is modelled using the frequency of distinct sequences or
signatures. A key novel feature of the model is its ability to account for partial
information on an individuals’ lifetime migrations. We fit this model to longitudi-
nal data on 3.3 million workers in Colombia, including 1.4 million migrations, and
compare signature frequency based on migration and return rates between men
and women and between distinct age and income groups. Results show that the
majority of people do not move in general, and nearly three out of four times that a
person moves at least twice, they return to a previous city. A small group exhibits
frequent migration, particularly the young and male. In contrast, women and ma-
ture people are less likely to move and more likely to return if they move. At a city
level, people from small secondary towns are more likely to leave and not return
than people from large metropolitan areas like Bogotá or Medelĺın.

1 Introduction

People have always migrated. From the first crossing of the Bering Strait to the Spanish
conquest, the colonisation of America, the European exodus after wars, migration has
always been a central feature of human life (1). Migration is one of the main drivers
of the process of urbanisation, industrialisation (2; 3; 4; 5), as well as redistribution of
labour resources (6), and of changes in the patterns of human settlement (7). Further, it
tends to accelerate ageing in places where the young are more likely to move, increasing
the pressure on those who remain and deepening the gender imbalance by altering the
gender ratio of a place (8; 9; 10).

We focus on internal migration. The majority of migration is internal (11). Internal
migration is a key driver of urban development in many parts of the world (12), and
the sorting mechanism of productive workers across cities (6; 13). As countries evolve,
increased internal migration is expected (14; 4). In the US, for instance, more than 8
million people move each year from one metropolitan area to another, whilst in the UK,
10% of the population change residence each year (15). Similar patterns are observed in
other countries. For example, migration between urban areas accounted for more than
half of all internal population flows in Panama, Paraguay and Brazil (16).

Migration is a complex process. Notably, and perhaps unsurprisingly, the longer
a person lives in location, the lower the probability that the person will leave their
city (17; 18). ’Cumulative inertia’, defined by (18; 17) within the context of migration,
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refers to both people who move and people who decide to stay in a place. Only a small
population group is ever a migrant. Hence, we observe those who frequently keep moving,
called “repeat migrants”, and those who never move, called “stayers” (19). Often, when
a person migrates, they move back to places they lived before. For many reasons, perhaps
due to unemployment or to reduce the emotional or monetary costs of being far away
from home, people are frequently return migrants (19; 13). Hence, some movements are
classified as onwards migration while others are classified as return migration.

On a collective level, migration is a massive driver of population dynamics. On an
individual level, however, migration is a rare event, and hence it is difficult to capture in
data. From one year to the next, most people will remain in the same city, and almost no
one will be a migrant. In fact, many people will never move, and those who do are likely to
remain in their new location for years, or even decades, before moving again. As opposed
to alternative types of human mobility, migration occurs over long periods of time, and
so even a person who moves often might do it only every few years. Data on migration,
however, is rarely collected on such long timescales. For example, administrative data is
typically only collected annually or at longer intervals, and rarely spans entire lifetimes.
Thus, our challenge is to fully capture an individual and social process that might take
decades with only a few years of data containing partial information on both onward and
return migrations during a particular time window. We propose a model for migration as
a path-dependent complex phenomenon whereby only a few individuals move frequently,
and those who do often return to previously-lived places. It enables us to compute the
rate at which different population groups move, an aspect of migration that has not yet
been fully captured due to the complexity of return and repeated movement patterns and
the difficulty of measuring these patterns in real-world data.

To detect repeat and return patterns, instead of observing migration as a one-time
type of event, we must think of movements as, for example, migration trajectories (20; 21;
22) which take into account the whole path of a person. Although other migration models
have been constructed, it is difficult to detect when a person is returning somewhere if
there is an unobserved period during their life trajectory. Here we construct a model
with two key components. First, we represent migration trajectories via signatures on a
network (23; 24). This approach enables us to measure and compare the path-dependent
intensity of return and onward migration. Second, we develop a probabilistic model in
order to transform the raw data of migration counts into migration rates which explicitly
take into account the fact that each person is observed only for a finite window of time.
Hence, this approach means that we can ignore whether we are observing an individual’s
first or subsequent migration. We then apply a mixture model to these rates to estimate
the number and size of population groups corresponding to distinct rates. This approach
fits two model parameters to the observed signatures, the speed (or rate) at which a
person migrates (the migration intensity) and the speed at which they return (the return
propensity). The model enables us to reproduce complex migration patterns, and use the
adjusted values of the parameters to quantify and compare migration patterns between
distinct population groups. For example, we investigate if younger people tend to move
more frequently, if women tend to return more and if people with higher income are more
likely to stay. Thus, we compare migration patterns by income, gender and age.

Our data source is administrative data on formal employees in Colombia provided
by firms to the Ministry of Health and Social Protection. The Planilla Integrada de
Liquidación de Aportes (PILA) dataset we use spans 2008-2016 and contains 3.3 million
individuals. We use this dataset to detect 1.4 million migrations between metropolitan
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areas, smaller cities or the countryside. This data does not capture international migra-
tion or internally displaced people due to conflict, which are combined thought to have
involved over 10 million people (25). Also, the data only captures formal employees, so
there is an unavoidable bias in the dataset.

2 Literature review

2.1 Observing migration through data

Although our understanding of human mobility has drastically evolved over the past few
decades due to the availability of geolocated datasets combined with processing power
(26; 27; 28), data-based models of migration have been used for decades. For example,
the laws of migration (29), published by Ernst Georg Ravenstein in 1885, were developed
by looking at migration data at a county level from and to the UK, Ireland and Scotland.
The law states, among other things, that the majority of migrants move short distances
(30; 31; 32), and large towns grow as a result of migration rather than natural population
growth (7).

Considering the impact that migration has, data and models of human migration
are a valuable tool for forecasting city size and its demand for resources (33; 34; 35).
However, migration data is often scarce and challenging to manipulate (36). Census
data is often used as a source of migration data, typically including information on the
place of residence five years before the census, one year prior, and at the time of the
census (37; 38). However, census data has many limitations, including the time period
between waves and that it can only capture a limited number of migrations. Thus,
census data is frequently combined with other sources (39; 40; 41; 42; 43). Besides census
data, population registers and administrative datasets have become a valuable source of
migration data (44). However, these data types are not available in most countries, so
other data sources are often exploited.

Various novel data sources that capture more dimensions of migration (beyond census
data) have been used to analyse human mobility and migration. Migration is a specific
type of human mobility, often defined as a change of residence for a period of at least
six months or one year (45; 46). Thus, there is some overlap in the types of data and
techniques to model migration and daily mobility. These include, for example, data from
social media (36; 47; 48), card transactions (49), mobile phone data (50; 51; 52; 53), and
others (54; 55; 56). Using a combination of mobile phone call records and manual data
collection, researchers have analysed the time spent in a location and the probability of
returning (53), classified individuals as explorers and returners (54), and showed that
daily trips can be described by a limited number of patterns (57). It is also possible to
use social media to obtain up-to-date demographic estimates, and nowcast migrant stocks
(36; 47).

One of the most significant challenges for the study of migration is that mobility data
is often a byproduct of sources that were not originally intended to provide information
on the movements of people (58). Migration data is challenging, with some significant
details often unknown. For instance, individuals are commonly observed from an arbi-
trary starting point (particularly when individuals are not surveyed), which means that
their precise origin (and likely first migrations) are ignored. Thus, it is impossible to
detect if a person is returning as the data might not capture previous locations. Many
migration studies are based on surveys, with different waves of individuals each time, and
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so migration is often treated as a one-time event (59; 21). Hence, detecting if a person
moves frequently is challenging.

2.2 Repeat, return and onwards migration

Longer residence in a location reduces the probability that the person will move (17; 18;
60), whilst recent migrants often migrate again (61; 62). A person who recently moved
has, in general, more information about the moving process (59) and has fewer ties with
the new location (38) and so they might have fewer reasons to stay. Inertia is observed
both for people who move and for people who decide to stay in a place, meaning that the
population of a country can be divided into those who frequently keep moving and those
who never move (19). Repeat migration is a pattern that has been observed for decades
(63; 64). Focusing on a small US town, for example, a study found that the departure
rates of new arrivals was more than twice that of long-term residents in the 1930s and
40s (65). Most migration is done by a small group of “hypermobile” people who change
residence repeatedly and frequently (66).

Not only are past migrants more likely to keep moving, but they will also likely return
to previous locations (67). We have a high propensity to return to places we have visited
before (53). Movements of people are classified as return migration (if they go back to
any location in which they previously lived) and onwards migration (if the location is
new for the person). Return migration might be motivated by costs (emotional or mone-
tary), perhaps as expectations of moving were not fully satisfied or due to predetermined
intentions of going back (39; 38; 19). Return migration allows individuals to use informa-
tion about previously known locations, reducing uncertainty. In some African countries,
for example, half of the men moving from urban to rural areas are return migrants who
lived in rural areas as children (40). At a country level, return migration is increasing in
Mexico, China, and others (45), with significant consequences. In Mexico, for example,
households with return migrants exhibit a significantly higher school attendance (68).

The propensity to return decays with the length of absence (67). Repeat and return
migration are frequently observed patterns that are difficult to capture in data (61; 39; 4).
Particularly when individuals are not surveyed, people are observed from an arbitrary
starting point in their lives, so their first locations and ties to the place where an indi-
vidual grew up may not be captured (38). In previous related work using daily mobility
data, individuals were grouped into distinct profiles (explorers and returners) charac-
terising their mobility patterns (54), where returners limit much of their mobility to a
few locations. Here, in our work, individuals are classified according to their migration
patterns into groups depending on how frequently they move and how often they return
to previously-lived locations.

2.3 Characteristics of those who move and those who stay

Besides migration being rare, complex, and path-dependent, certain individual charac-
teristics greatly influence the chances of staying or moving and returning. Mobility rates
decline with age (69; 16; 70), and vary according to life events such as marriage, family
formation and retirement (71; 72; 73). Also, the age of a person at their first migration
tends to have a high impact on their life-course trajectory (74; 75). Besides age, gender
also matters (76; 77). For example, the reunification of Germany attracted many young
women from East and West that led to a tremendous deficit of women in Eastern Ger-
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many (8). There are some differences in terms of mobility between men and women. For
example, women tend to make shorter trips (78) and visit less diverse places than men
(79). However, differences between men and women tend to be smaller in richer countries
(40).

In addition to age and gender, other factors influence migration propensity such as
income (76) or risk aversion (80). For example, single and childless individuals migrate
more often (22). Also, those who often moved as children are more likely to move as
adults (81; 82), so migration can be thought of as a learned behaviour (42). Mobility is
a cumulative process that takes place over the entire life of a person (82).

2.4 Modelling migration

Understanding migration is difficult since there are many individual and collective factors
that affect it, including effects of physical distance (83; 84) and a non-linear impact of
origin city size (85). There is no perfect data that captures migration, but also, migration
is challenging from the modelling point of view. Among the many techniques, networks
are a natural way to model human mobility since distinct locations can be summarised
as nodes, and movements can be represented by connections between nodes. Network
analysis is a powerful tool to analyse spatial and temporal data, as is the case with
migration (86). People move on a spatial structure which can be considered as a spatial
network (87).

Mobility networks have been used to study migration (88; 89; 19), life trajectories
(22; 21) and daily human mobility (87; 57). In terms of migration, distinct locations
(cities or municipalities, for example) could be the network nodes, and the weights of the
edges represent the frequency of journeys or the rate of migration between two locations.
This type of network has been used to model migration between California and other
states in the US (89; 88) or people moving from, and to Germany (19). Also, when
the total outflow and inflow of each node are known, the entropy maximising spatial
interaction model produces estimates of the flows between geographical locations (90).
Based on a network, it was found that most mobility patterns can be described by a
very reduced number of daily networks or “signatures” (57). Network signatures are sub-
graphs that occur more often than would be expected in random networks (24), and so
they are one method to describe human mobility (57).

When an agent moves in a network, they define a sequence of visited nodes. Therefore,
instead of considering the underlying network, often models are based on the sequence of
nodes only. Sequence-based methods treat trajectories as the unit of analysis, facilitating
the identification of patterns in temporal sequences. For example, cities can be classified
depending on their size, say A for the smallest cities and I for the largest ones. The
sequence BGI is the trajectory defined for a person who moved from a small (B) to
a medium (G) and then to a large city (I). Counting repetitions of sequences is a
powerful technique to capture how frequently people move between cities of different sizes
(20). Similar methods have been used to model career pathways (91). Also, comparing
trajectories of the zones visited in a city, it was observed that women made more self-
loops, suggesting different mobility patterns by gender (78). Sequence analysis helps
us summarise multiple migrations, including repeats and returns, as a simple string of
characters (59; 22).
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3 Methods

3.1 Defining metropolitan areas and countryside

With more than 80% of its 50 million inhabitants living in one of 62 geographically isolated
cities, Colombia is representative of highly urbanised middle-income Latin American
nations and presents an ideal observatory from which to observe and analyse inter-city
migration patterns. Bogotá is the capital and largest city of Colombia, with nearly 10
million inhabitants in its metropolitan area, followed by Medelĺın (3.9 million), Cali (3
million) and Barranquilla (2.4 million inhabitants). Its territory encompasses parts of
the Amazon rainforest, the Andean highlands and deserts, so the country has rich and
diverse geography at the cost of long intercity distances. For example, the Euclidean
distance between the two major cities, Medelĺın and Bogotá is 240 kilometres, but it
takes more than eight hours to drive between both cities on a winding road that is 74%
longer than the Euclidean distance. This paper uses data from the Colombian Social
Security (PILA), which contains nine consecutive years of administrative data for 3.3
million formal employees between 2008 and 2016. Within this time period we extract 1.4
million city-to-city migrations.

Our data provide the municipality where the employee is working. Colombia is divided
into 1,122 municipalities, some with a population of a few million and the three smallest
municipalities with less than 1,000 inhabitants in 2018. Some of the municipalities are
part of the same metropolitan area, such as Medelĺın and Envigado, and many of the
municipalities are rural. We merge urban municipalities into metropolitan areas, spatially
delineated through commuting patterns, according to previous research (92; 93).

The metropolitan area of Bogotá, for instance, consists of 23 municipalities, including
the municipality of Bogotá itself, Soacha, Factativá and others. In total, 19 metropolitan
areas are formed as the union of two or more municipalities (the four largest metropolitan
areas are Bogotá with 9.7 million inhabitants; Medelĺın with 3.9 million; Cali with 2.9
million; and Barranquilla with 2.4 million inhabitants) and are labelled with the name
of the largest municipality. Movements of people within the same metropolitan areas
are ignored (for example, if a person moved from Soacha to Bogotá it is not considered
migration).

Also, 43 municipalities that are not part of the 19 metropolitan areas but are urban
are considered separate “cities”, including Ibagué and Santa Marta (with more than 500
thousand inhabitants). In total, we obtained 62 “cities” with this method (19 metropoli-
tan areas and 43 urban municipalities) and used the term cities to refer to this set. We
only have the municipality of the person, which is challenging for less urbanised areas.
Some municipalities are very large. For example, Cumaribo in Vichada has more than
65,000 square kilometres, larger than Sri Lanka or Costa Rica, and movements inside
municipalities are impossible to trace. Therefore, municipalities that are not added by
this method are considered to be “countryside”.

In total, 964 municipalities are labelled as the countryside and movements between
different parts are not considered, although movements between the countryside and cities
are studied.

Migration between 63 distinct locations is studied: 19 metropolitan areas; 43 urban
municipalities, and the countryside, corresponding to the address of the person’s job.
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Observation Kept? Imputation Signature
◦ ◦ A|AAA|AAA No – –
AAA| ◦ ◦B|BBB No – –
AAA|AAA|A ◦ ◦ No – –
◦AA|A ◦ A|A ◦ A Yes AAA|AAA|AAA A
AAA| ◦BB|BBB Yes AAA|ABB|BBB AB
◦A ◦ |B ◦ C| ◦D◦ Yes AAA|BBC|CDD ABCD
AB ◦ |CD ◦ |A ◦ E Yes ABB|CDD|AAE ABCDAE

Table 1: Distinct scenarios on the filtering and the imputation based on the observed
data for each year. The letters A,B,C, . . . represent different cities, and ◦ represents a
year with unknown location.

3.2 Data selection and missing information

There are 16,576,254 observations in the PILA dataset. Any formal employee who worked
for at least one month in any given year between 2008 and 2016 appears on the dataset.
For each year, the most frequent location of each person is selected. For some individuals,
there is some missing data, which includes, for example, people who retired between 2008
and 2016, a person who did not work for a period of time or who joined the labour
market after 2008. It is impossible to detect migration and compare individuals whose
location is known only for a few years. Therefore, we have two strategies to obtain as
many comparable observations as possible: we filter out individuals for whom not enough
information is known (so some of their migrations might be missed), and we impute the
missing data for the kept individuals.

The procedure is as follows:

• Observations are dropped if they have any two consecutive years of missing infor-
mation.

• For the remaining individuals, if there is one missing year, the missing location for
that specific year is imputed by the location of the previous year.

• If an individual is missing the location of the first year, it is imputed by the location
of the second year.

Schematically, if we represent with ◦ the missing year, we have the following filtering
and imputation scenarios (Table 1).

With this filtering and imputing process, individuals who could have lived in a city
for more than one year without it being detected in our dataset are dropped (as the
first three examples on the table, which could be an undetected migration), but we keep
individuals for whom undetected migration is not possible. The imputing procedure does
not increase the number of migrations and does not alter signatures. For instance, on
the fourth row of Table 1, there are three missing years, and they are all imputed with
A, which assumes that the person did not move, or at least, not for a sufficient time
to be considered a migration. In the fifth row, for which there is one missing year, this
alternatively could be imputed with A or B, but it would not change the number of
migrations or locations of the individual or the migration signature. An individual is
kept if they are missing up to five years, but those are not consecutive (as the sixth row),
and the procedure also keeps return migrations (as the seventh row of the table).
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International migration cannot be traced using administrative records. Suppose a
person does not appear in the dataset for a couple of years, for example. In that case,
it could be due to unemployment, informal employment or international migration, and
so they are treated equally. People from other countries without a formal job are not
identified in the dataset either. Only if they belong to the formal sector are traced, and
their movements are quantified identically as every other person.

3.3 Representing onward and return migration

The frequency of specific patterns of onward and return migration is captured by con-
structing the sequence for each individual. Schematically (as in (59; 20)), we repre-
sent the known locations of an individual across the nine years we observe them in our
dataset as a sequence of nine characters. For example, we could have AAA|AAA|AAA,
AAA|AAB|BBB, or AAA|ABB|CCA, where A, B and C represent different any of the
19 metropolitan areas, 43 cities or the countryside in Colombia, which is also represented
by a single letter, giving us 63 distinct locations. From the sequence of 9 characters, we
remove repetitions of consecutive locations and obtain the signature. This is a sequence
where all individuals start at A, and if they move to new locations, they move in alpha-
betical order (so they move to B, then C and so on). If an individual does not move,
we get simply A. If an individual moves once, we obtain signature AB. If a person, for
example, moves for a second time, then return migration forms the signature ABA, and
onward migration forms the signature ABC. Some further examples of signatures are
shown in Table 2.

Known Migrations Locations Number of Number of
locations Signature Mi Li returns onward

AAA|ABB|BBB AB 1 2 0 1
AAB|BBB|BAA ABA 2 2 1 1
AAA|ABB|CAA ABCA 3 3 1 2
AAB|ACC|CCB ABACB 4 3 2 2
ABC|CDD|BAC ABCDBAC 6 4 3 3

Table 2: Known locations, signatures, number of migrations, distinct locations, return
migrations and onward migrations based on the person’s imputed data.

The idea is to analyse the observed frequency of different signatures in the data. The
process of reducing the known locations of a person into a signature and then analysing
their frequency has been used in mobility studies (94), where the set of locations forms
a network. Thanks to signature analysis, it was detected that 90% of daily mobility can
be described by 17 distinct signatures (57). Here, we observe that many individuals do
not move during the nine years of the data, but some move more than once according to
different signatures. In particular, signatures which include a return to a previous city
are very frequent. For example, from the group of individuals who moved twice (8% of
people), it is observed that 81% of them returned to their previous location and only
19% exhibited onwards migration. And individuals who moved three times are 2.9 times
more likely to have moved only between two cities than between four cities. Overall, we
find that 95% of individuals who move can be described using signatures that include
just three distinct characters, such as AB, ABAC, ABCAB, ABABC. Thus, there is
a very high rate of return migration (Figure 1). Other, more complicated signatures are
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Figure here

Figure 1: Distribution of signatures when the person moves four times or less. All
individuals begin at the blue node (left) and move according to the arrows. When a
person moves twice, for instance, the resulting signatures is either ABA, which represents
6.51% of the observed signatures, or ABC, which represents only 1.52% of the signatures.

also observed. For example, ABCADA was observed among 0.19% of individuals. In
total, we encountered 20,374 different signatures in the dataset. See the Supplementary
Information for the frequency of the top 30 signatures.

Below we propose a parameter-based model to generate a similar frequency of distinct
signatures as the observed ones, similar to a model designed for capturing daily mobility
patterns (53). We then fit these parameters to the data in order to empirically capture
the return rates and the concentration of migration for particular sub-populations.

3.4 A migration model based on signatures

Migration is a rare event. From one year to the next one, roughly 94.5% of the population
remains in the same city. If migration after one year is independent of previous years,
and if we randomly choose 94.5% of the population to remain in the same city and
let 5.5% move, then after eight years, 63.7% should still be in the same location - but
data shows that 77.2% of people are still in the same city. Too many people are more
likely to remain than what we would observe if individuals are randomly picked each
year. Therefore, migration is indeed path-dependent as moving is affected by previous
decisions and moves. In turn, some people move frequently, and others remain, so we
observe an inhomogeneous migration pattern. We model this inhomogeneous pattern by
dividing the population into sub-population groups (see the Supplementary Information
for more details).

Internal migration is a rare and highly concentrated social event, and so here we
apply a technique that has been applied to crime data, where victimisation is also rare
and concentrated (95; 96). In terms of crime, people are usually observed via yearly
victimisation surveys. If a person was not the victim of any crimes for a period of a year,
it does not imply that the person is immune to suffering crimes (95). Events that happen
with a small frequency at an individual level, such as suffering a crime or moving between
cities, should be analysed as a rare event, that is, based on the rate or speed at which
they happen. That rate might be small, for example, a person might move between cities
every few years, and that low rate is precisely what we want to capture.

One of the problems with data collection in a passive manner is that we begin observ-
ing a person at some arbitrary starting point. This means that we do not know if their
first known location corresponds to their origin, or even if their first (known) migration
is a return migration to a city in which they previously lived or an onward migration.
Instead of assuming that people have not moved before we begin observing them, we
propose a method to estimate the migration rate of each person and then group individ-
uals based on their rate. Formally, let Mi(t) be the number of times that person i has
moved between time t0 and t. Let us assume that if a person moves, it does not affect
the probability of future migrations, but rather, moving frequently is the result of a high
migration rate. Hence, migrations occur independently, and we assume that the person’s
rate is constant. Thus, if someone moves more frequently than another, it is due to a
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difference in their migration rates. Therefore, the number of migrations follows a Poisson
distribution with rate λit,

Mi(t) ∼ Po(λit). (1)

Both are strong assumptions with respect to migration (independence of observations
and constant rate) that are not observed in reality (71). It is known that the longer a
person lives in a single location, the lower the probability that the person will leave their
city (17; 18). Hence, a migration is more likely to occur after a recent migration (not
independence), and a constant rate is not necessarily the case (66; 62; 42). However, for
short periods of time, regarding migration as a Poisson distribution, assuming a constant
rate, enables us to analyse the rate at which individuals move (λi) rather than the number
of migrations directly. Assuming a constant migration rate is problematic for extended
periods.

The parameter λi ≥ 0 is a rate, or speed, at which the person i moves. We can think
of the function f(t) = E[Mi(t)] = λit as a straight line which indicates, for any t ≥ 0,
the expected number of migrations of person i. Only if λi = 0 then the function f(t) is a
horizontal line, indicating that the person will not move. Otherwise, even if the gradient
of f is small, the person i expects to eventually move. This approach enables us to take
into account the fact that migration is a rare event, meaning that even if a person did not
move during the period we observe them, they might eventually move. Hence, instead
of counting the number of migrations directly, we observe migration through the lens of
“speed”, and that speed can be small. In turn, issues with the arbitrary starting point
and observation window are less relevant.

Let Li(t) be the number of distinct locations that individual i has lived in since time
t0. Then, if Mi = 0 (the person has not moved) the number of locations is Li = 1. With
Mi = 1, then Li = 2, since the person moved between two locations. But, if Mi = 2, then
on the second migration the person might have moved to their first location (ABA), or
might have moved to a new location (ABC). If a person has lived in many cities, then
it is more likely that they return to one of these cities (relative to someone who has not
frequently moved before). Since the number of cities is large relative to the number of
moves, instead of integrating this increased probability into the model, we simplify it and
assume a fixed probability of returning. Thus, assume that for each migration after the
first one, the person decides whether to move back to a previously known location, with
probability π, called the “return rate”, or moves to a new location with probability 1−π.
Then, the conditional distribution of Li(t) given Mi(t) = m is given by

Li(t)|[Mi(t) = m] ∼ Bin(m− 1, 1− π) + 1, (2)

if m > 1, so the person moves more than once, and

Li(t)|[Mi(t) = m] = m+ 1 (3)

if m = 0 or 1, so the person does not move, or moves only once.
It is easy to show that a Binomial distribution, conditional on a Poisson distribution,

also follows a Poisson distribution, with the combined rates λi and probability π, so that

Li(t) ∼ Po(λi(1− π)t) + 1, (4)

if the person moves at least once.
The novel aspect of our method is that instead of migration rates based directly on

the observed data, we look at the speed (or rate) at which migration occurs λi. Since
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Figure here

Figure 2: The model has two parameters, λ (horizontal axis), which represents the rate
at which a person moves, and the return rate π (vertical axis), which is the propensity
that a person returns to a previous city. Different signatures are obtained for distinct
regions of the parameter space. A high migration rate and high return rate, for example,
corresponds to signatures such as ABABCAB . . . (which are long sequences with a small
number of distinct characters), a medium migration and a medium return rates represents
shorter signatures with fewer repetitions such as ABCDC, while a low migration rate
corresponds to, e.g., A or AB.

migration is a rare event, the estimation is based on the fact that it might take years
for a person to move. Further, a person might return (with even smaller frequency) to
previous locations, so we discount the migration rate λi by the return rate 1 − π and
obtain the speed or rate at which a person moves to new locations, λi(1− π). Both rates
enable us to describe and compare migration patterns in a succinct manner (Figure 2).
The method enables us to extend the observed patterns outside the limits of the data by
computing the expected number of migrations and locations for each person.

3.5 Reproducing complex signatures

Internal migration patterns are complex, and they are the emergent result of millions
of people deciding to move for personal reasons but exhibiting collective behaviour. A
generative algorithm is constructed for the sequence of cities of each individual, which
takes as input the migration signature of each person and a model parameter called the
return rate, which is estimated as follows. Firstly, individuals are grouped based on a
mixture model into an unknown number of groups, each group of individuals with the
same migration rate λj. A sampled probability π ∈ [0, 1] is used to simulate signatures.
For person i, with migration rate λi, the number of migrations in τ years is sampled from
Mi ∼ Po(τλi). After the first migration, and each time a person moves, they move back
to any of the cities in which they previously lived with probability π. If there is more than
one city in which they previously lived, it is randomly chosen. The algorithm generates
a sequence of M characters, which is then transformed into a (simulated) signature.
For a population of P individuals, we compare the observed frequency of observed and
simulated signatures and keep the value of π which produces the best fit to the data (π̂,
i.e., the value which best reproduces the observed frequency of signatures).

We also compare the frequency of each signature with two distinct models. A null
model, with no return migration, so πH = 0, and so each time the person moves, they
choose a different city with no return migration, so signatures arise such as A, AB, ABC
and so on. We also compare with a second model with complete randomness in the
sequence of cities, so each time the person moves, they select any of the N − 1 cities
randomly and moves. Under complete randomness, return migration could occur after
the first migration if the person randomly chooses a city in which they previously lived.
If π̂ gives values close to zero, we observe discouraged returns, meaning that individuals
rarely move back. In the extreme case, if π̂ = 0, we obtain the model with no return.
With values of π̂ ≈ 1/(N−1) we observe random returns, meaning that return migration
happens at a similar frequency in which randomness would happen. With high values
of π̂ we observe preferential returns, meaning that people return more frequently than
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Figure 3: The horizontal axis is the observed frequency of signatures (in a logarithmic
scale), and the vertical axis is the modelled frequency. The yellow line is the identity, and
observations closer to the line have a better fit. The size of each mark is proportional to
the frequency so that more frequent signatures have a bigger mark.

randomness to previous cities, where the extreme case of π̂ = 1 produces only signatures
with two cities, with the form ABAB . . . .

After estimating the best fit of π̂, we observe that the model with a return rate πH = 0
is capable of dividing those who move and those who do not move and produces some of
the onward migration patterns (AB, ABC and so on). However, it tends to overestimate
their frequency (Figure 3). The return model (with a return rate πR = 1/(N − 1))
captures some of the frequency of return migration, but it overestimates the signature
ABC and underestimates the signature ABA, as it does not favour return migration.
This behaviour is best captured by our model, named the Poisson return model, which
mimics the signatures generated by migrants in Colombia quite well. For the frequently
observed signatures, the Poisson return model does capture most of the frequency, so the
model can reproduce the frequency of complex signatures, such as ABCADA or others.

The most frequently observed signatures are captured with the Poisson return model
with a value of π̂ = 0.7612, with a return rate much higher than the random model
πR = 0.0161, meaning that return migration happens much more frequently than under
a model assuming random movements. Return migration is indeed much more frequent
than a null hypothesis, and people are much more likely to go back than move to new
locations. The Poisson return model is also a generative algorithm since it is possible to
simulate migrations for longer (or shorter) periods of time.

4 Results

4.1 Classifying individuals based on their migration rate

The individual migration rate λi and the return rate π enables us to quantify and repro-
duce migration signatures using a minimal number of parameters. This, in turn, enables
us to compare migration rates between distinct populations, such as men and women, or
between the young and mature. We combine individuals using a mixture model (97), a
novel technique in mobility studies, which groups individuals based on their rates. This
technique is frequently used in medical studies to divide populations into distinct groups
(97; 98), and has also been applied to study victimisation rates. In this case, instead
of migrations, the number of crimes suffered by each person, and its associated rate, is
analysed (96; 95).

Using a mixture model, we group individuals based on their migration rate into k
groups, such that 0 ≤ λ1 < λ2 < · · · < λk and with relative sizes q1, q2, . . . , qk such that∑

qj = 1. All individuals are assigned to a single group with the same migration rate.
The number of groups k is determined by the data, and not known a priori. In this case,
distinct groups may correspond to ‘types’ of individuals in terms of migration, i.e., those
who move frequently (or rarely) will be grouped together.

For a population, its corresponding parameters are estimated as follows. We fit a
finite mixture model (99; 97; 100) which takes as input the number of migrations of each
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individual, M1,M2, . . . , and gives the number of groups, k̂ and the corresponding rate
λ̂1, λ̂2, . . . , λ̂k and size q̂1, q̂2, . . . , q̂k of each group. Then, the best fit return rate π is
estimated from the data by generating a simulated sequence of nine characters (which
represents a signature for a person), and minimising the mean square error between the
observed and simulated frequencies for a range of π. The return rate is also compared
to scenarios with discouraged (π = 0), preferential (π = 1) and random returns (π =
1/N), where N is the number of locations. Results show that the models with no return
migration and with random returns cannot reproduce the observed frequency of signatures
(see the Supplementary Information for more details).

Hence, with just a small set of parameters (the migration rate of the group λj, its size
qj and the return rate π, which is assumed to be the same for the whole population), we
can summarise movements and measure return migration for distinct population groups.
Once the parameters are obtained, after a period of τ years, a person expects to move
τλP times and expects to live in τλP (1− πP ) + 1 distinct cities for values of τ > 0.

The idea behind the model is that we assume that some people will frequently mi-
grate whilst some remain. The Poisson distribution captures the general trend, whereas
observed variations in the number of locations around the expected value are unobserved
context-specific aspects of each person.

4.2 Most individuals will never migrate

The mixture model applied individuals in our dataset yields k̂ = 3, meaning that based
on the number of migrations, people can be divided into three groups (relative sizes and
rates are shown in Table 3). Our results show that 69.3% of people will not move and
can be considered as “stayers”, and that there is a small group containing 2.5% of the
individuals who move very frequently, at a rate of λ̂3 = 3.04, who can be considered
“supermigrants”.

Group q̂ λ̂ λ̂(1− π⋆)
1 stayers 0.6926 0.0000 0.0000
2 migrants 0.2826 1.2827 0.3077
3 supermigrants 0.0248 3.0331 0.7275

Table 3: Migration profile of Colombia. The finite mixture model divides the population
into three groups: one containing nearly 70% of the population that does not move, and
one with less than 2.5% of the population that moves very frequently.

Data shows that 77.22% of the population does not move from their location between
2008 and 2016. Yet, when we divide the population according to their migration rate, only
69.26% are considered stayers (so their rate is λ1 = 0). The difference comes precisely
from observing migration as a rare event. A person from group 2 does not move with
a probability of exp(−1.2827) = 0.277, meaning that even when people from that group
are expected to move, 27.7% of that group will not move inside the window in which we
observe them. Similarly, for group 3, where 4.8% are expected not to move, but they
eventually will move (outside the window we observe them) as opposed to the stayers. It
is by observing the gradient at which people move instead of the counts directly that we
can infer data outside the nine years that our observation window lasts.

The rate of return migration is π̂⋆ = 0.7612±0.0007 (with intervals obtained through
bootstrapping), meaning that after the first migration, roughly three out of four times a
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Figure 4: Square error of the signature frequency (observed vs simulated) for different
values of the return rate π, where the value π⋆ = 0.7612 minimises the error. The same
analysis (and corresponding curves) are computed for the return rate for male and female,
and similar (curves nor shown) for young and mature populations. Random returns would
be when π = 1/62 = 0.0161, so there is a much higher preferential return, particularly
for women.

person moves back to a previous city. Our results indicate that there is strong preferential
return migration, far from the no-return values with πH = 0, and from random returns
πR = 0.016 but also far from the case with only returns πO = 1 (see the Supplementary
Information for the details). The distribution of the number of distinct locations of a
person in group 3, the supermigrants, for instance, is L3 ∼ Po(0.7275) + 1, which means
that roughly 18% of the population from that group expects to live in three or more
cities.

As with wealth or other individual-level variables, migration is highly concentrated.
A few individuals earn more money than thousands or even millions of people combined,
and similarly, a few individuals have a higher rate of migration than the vast majority
of the country. We can deploy this methodology to uncover migration rates for different
population partitions, e.g., men and of women; low and high income and young and
elderly, along with their return rates πm and πw respectively. This enables us to shed
light on distinct migration behaviours observed for sub-population groups.

4.3 Return rate for different subgorups

The rate of return migration for the whole population is π⋆ = 0.7612, obtained by min-
imising the mean square error between the observed and the modelled signatures using
the Poisson return model (Figure 4). For other subgroups, the return rate, estimated
with the same generative algorithm, has different values. The smallest return rate is
obtained for the 25% youngest population with πY = 0.5799 and the highest is obtained
for women πW = 0.8161, so that women are 40% more likely to return than a person
from the 25% youngest group.

4.4 Women move less and return more frequently

We divide the population by gender and consider each group separately. In the data,
61.4% of individuals are male, and 38.6% are female. For both genders, the mixture
model gives k̂ = 3 groups, meaning that both men and women can be subdivided into
three groups. The migration profile of each gender (or any subpopulation) is determined
by the set of pairs (qj, λj) for each group. These pairs provide an overall description of
the migration intensity and can be visually displayed as a step-wise function (see Figure
5 in which individuals are plotted on the horizontal axis, and their corresponding rate on
the vertical axis). We observe that both men and women have a sizeable group who is a
stayer (65.8% in the case of males and 74.5% in the case of females), and in the case of
men, a small group (4.2%) are identified as supermigrants. The average migration rate
for men is λ(m) = 0.53, and the average migration rate for women is λ(w) = 0.29, meaning
that, as it has been observed elsewhere (101; 102) and for other types of mobility (79),
men move more frequently than women.
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Figure 5: Migration profile for women (upper part) and for men (lower part) in the upper
panel, where all individuals are sorted (horizontal axis) according to their migration
rate (vertical axis). A similar comparison in the middle panel for young and mature
populations. In the bottom panel, the migration profile of the population with lower and
higher income.

Figure here

Figure 6: Observed migration signatures for women (top panel) and for men (bottom
panel). Women who move twice, for instance, return to their first city (ABA) 84% of the
time, and move to a new city (ABC) 16% of the time. Men return to their first city 79%
of the time and move to a new city 21% of the time.

Unlike what was encountered for international migration, where it was observed that
men are more likely to move and return than women (77), we find that women are more
likely to return (π(w) = 0.8161) than men (π(m) = 0.7407). Men are more likely, however,
to explore a new city. Comparing, for instance, the most migratory groups between men
and women, the expected number of distinct locations is 45% larger for men than for
women. The signatures per gender (Figure 6) highlight that women are more likely to
stay in the same city, to move only once, if they move, to travel slightly shorter geodesic
distances (5% shorter on average). If they move twice or more, they are more likely than
men to return to previous cities.

The migration profile is a multi-dimensional description of migration rates at a pop-
ulation level. However, given two distinct migration profiles (say, men and women), it
might not be easy to detect if the rates are more or less concentrated across the popula-
tion. The concentration of migration is computed as the Gini index of the migration rates
from the population (96). Since the Gini index has scale independence (some population
groups could be more migratory as a whole) and population independence (it does not
matter how large the population is), it is a comparable metric for the concentration of
migration. We find that the concentration is higher for women (0.75) than for men (0.69).
This is because women move at a lower rate than men, and those who move do it at a
lower rate with a higher chance of returning than men.

4.5 Mature and low-income people move less and return more

Age is a key driver of migration (77), whereby young adults have the highest migration
intensity (101) but with significant variation according to age (103). For example, younger
adults tend to move to large cities to benefit from density, jobs and amenities, but elderly
people frequently move in the opposite direction (70; 72; 73; 84; 101). To investigate
these differences in our dataset, as we did with gender, we subdivided the population
into two according to their age in 2016. We designate the 25% youngest population (age
smaller than 35.9 years) and the 25% oldest population (age larger than 50.9 years) as
the young and the mature population respectively (Figure 5). The young population is
subdivided by the mixture model into three groups, where 62.9% of the population is a
stayer and 1.8% is a supermigrant, with a rate of λ

(y)
3 = 3.2. The mature population is

subdivided into four groups, where 76.1% of the population is stayer, and 2.2% of the
population is supermigrant, with a migration rate λ

(r)
4 = 3.1.
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Although the young and the mature population have nearly the same size supermi-
grant group, with a similar rate, the young population is nearly twice as migratory as the
mature population and has a more explorer profile as has been observed for international
migration (77). Combined, the young population expects to live in 16% more distinct
locations than the mature population. Unlike what we encountered with respect to the
gender divide, the distance between origin and destination for the young and the mature
populations is of similar magnitude (223 kilometres each time a person moves).

It is frequently assumed that income or employment are some of the main drivers
of migration (104), whereby a person compares their expected income with and without
moving (and among distinct destinations) and chooses the best option (105; 106; 30;
27). Migrants are frequently thought to be ‘pushed’ out of areas with lower income and
attracted to areas with higher earnings (107; 108). Still, as it has been noted, expectations
might not materialise, or people could move for non-monetary reasons, and so a person
might not earn more income after migration (109). Surprisingly, dividing the population
between the 25% with the highest and lowest income in 2016 does not yield such a strong
division as much as age or gender (Figure 5). The average migration rates are λ(l) = 0.44
for low income individuals and λ(h) = 0.42 for high income individuals and profiles for
both groups are similar. A more significant difference is observed in the return rate since
the low-income population is more likely to return to previously-lived cities.

Workers in bigger cities are usually more productive and earn more than workers in
smaller cities and rural areas (110; 111) although large cities disproportionately attract
both high- and low-skilled workers (112). Here, we observe - perhaps counter-intuitively -
that (at a country level) people with high and low income have similar migration patterns
in terms of their rates and the signatures generated when moving, meaning that a person
is almost equally likely to move within a country and to return if they have a low or a
high income. Next, we investigate these age and gender divides at a city level, comparing
large wealthy cities in the north of Colombia to mid-size and typically poorer cities in
the south.

4.6 People from large cities move less and return more fre-
quently

Beyond migration profiles for different population groups (such as women, men, young or
mature), signatures also enable us to compare migration profiles between distinct cities.
For a city (say A), we compute signatures similarly by looking at the frequency at which
a person stays from one year to the next one (AA . . . ), migrates (AB . . . ) and returns
(ABA . . . ) and construct the migration profile of the city as follows. The probability of
moving, µA, is the ratio between the number of migrations and the number of years in
which locations are known. The probability of returning ρA is the frequency at which
people who moved from city A return to live in it. Although the probability of moving
and returning at a city level µA and ρA are similar to the migration and return rates at an
individual level λi and πi, but at a city level, the parameters indicate frequencies, whereas
at an individual level they are rates and are estimated based on an unlabelled network
via signatures. Results show that people from large cities, such as Bogotá, Medelĺın and
Cali, have a small probability of moving. Also, if a person moves from these cities, there
is a very high chance that the person will return (Figure 7). In smaller cities, the opposite
happens. There is a 25% chance that a person from Buga, for example, will move, and
only 1 in 8 of those who move will return to that city. As has been seen before (85), there
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Figure 7: Probability of moving µ (horizontal axis) and probability of returning ρ (ver-
tical axis) for the 62 metropolitan areas and the countryside in Colombia (top panel).
The bottom panel shows the same points, but in this case, our analysis considers four
population groups (men, women, young and mature) for a subset of the largest cities
separately. The coloured arrows indicate the probability of moving µ and returning ρ for
men (yellow), women (orange), the young (blue) and the mature (red) for each of these
cities.
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Figure 8: Age divide per city where the height of each bar (left) or the size of the disc
(right) represents the city size. Longer bars correspond to a larger divide, and the national
level of age and gender divide is represented by the vertical dark lines.

are nonlinear effects between city size and migration, and people from larger cities are
much less likely to move and more likely to return than their small-city counterparts.

Next, we apply our methodology to different population groups within the largest
cities (bottom panel of Figure 7). The gender and the age divide observed at a national
level is also observed at a similar scale at a city level. Overall, we find that women and
mature populations tend to move less, while young and male groups tend to move more.
A young person from the countryside, for example, is 2.4 times more likely to move than
a mature person and 7% less likely to return.

Thus far, we have identified significant age and gender differences in migration signa-
tures. Yet, this marked difference is not homogeneously observed across the country. In
some cities, men and women have similar migration and return rates, whereas in other
parts, particularly small cities and the countryside, the gender - and age - divide is more
pronounced. This type of city-level disparity is the mechanism through which acceler-
ated ageing and gender imbalance in a city is deepened in some parts of the country
(10; 8). We quantify the age divide for each city as the euclidean distance between the
probability of moving µ and the probability of returning ρ between the mature and the
young population groups. The gender divide is quantified similarly as the distance be-
tween the probability of moving µ and returning ρ between women and men. A larger
divide, whether it is age or gender, means more distinct migration patterns between the
population groups.

We find that the age and gender divide are not homogeneous across Colombia (Figure
8). In Bogotá and Cali, there is a large age divide, indicating that young people from
those two cities move more frequently, but both cities have a smaller gender divide than
the national average. The opposite happens in Medelĺın and Barranquilla, where the
gender divide is much larger than the age divide. In fact, Medelĺın has the smallest age
divide. In general terms, cities from south Colombia have a greater age divide than a
gender divide, whereas, in northern Colombia, the age divide and gender divide are of
similar magnitude. In the north part of Colombia, many large and industrialised cities
attract nearby workers, whereas, in the rural parts of the south, the age and gender divide
is much more substantial than in most parts of the country.
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4.7 People leave the countryside and rarely return

Roughly one in three people from Colombia live in the countryside, and due to the nature
of our data, it is impossible to trace movements within. In order to tackle this issue, we
have merged all municipalities that are not part of Colombian metropolitan areas into
a compacted region called countryside. Therefore, if a person moved, for instance, from
Punta Gallinas (Cape Hens), the northernmost point on the mainland of South America,
to Leticia, the southernmost point of Colombia in the Amazon river, 1865 kilometres
away, we ignore that internal migration. We find that the ‘countryside’ unit is one of
the zones with the highest probability of moving (to a metropolitan area) and a very
small probability of returning (to any place within the countryside). In particular, the
youngest individuals are very likely to move to a metropolitan area and not return (see
Figure 7, where the countryside is represented by a single observation). Furthermore,
the countryside is the observation with the highest age and gender divide (Figure 8). A
young person in the countryside is nearly 2.5 times more likely to move than a mature
person.

Some countries observe a rapid urbanisation process from rural to urban migration (5).
Although Colombia is already highly urbanised, with more than 80% of its population
being urban, we still observe a high flow of formal employees from the countryside to
its cities. There are two significant implications of this process. Firstly, considering
that only formal employees are observed in our data, the fact that they tend to move
out and not return highlights the challenge of creating formal and steady jobs outside
the country’s core cities. Skilled people and people who gain knowledge and experience
from work move too frequently out of the countryside, making the process of creating
formal jobs even more challenging. Secondly, the fact that young individuals are nearly
three times more likely to move than mature people accelerates the ageing process of
the countryside. The observed selective migration process aggravates the existing gaps
between large metropolitan areas and the countryside.

5 Discussion

Internal migration is critical for urban dynamics. With the progressive convergence of
birth and death rates between countries, migration is the principal source of population
re-distribution within countries (4). Migration is a specific type of human mobility char-
acterised by a lower frequency and much more extended periods of stay. These features
pose a severe challenge to most data-driven mobility models as individuals need to be ob-
served for many years to detect aspects such as repeat and return patterns. Furthermore,
most data sets span a limited time window, leaving out migrations that occurred before
the recorded period. We propose a generative algorithm that aims to reproduce migra-
tion patterns or signatures based on population-level parameters of onwards and return
migration. Our method is based on estimating the speed of migrating and returning,
so it overcomes the starting point issue. Furthermore, our results summarise a complex
process using only two parameters: the migration rate λ and the return rate π.

Migration can be observed through many different perspectives and techniques, de-
pending on the research question and the available data. From the standpoint of com-
putational social science, we observe a general pattern in how society moves. Observing
migration through administrative data and a model offers a variety of insights that would
not be captured with census data, particularly in terms of repeat and return migration.
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Although rare, we observed some people who moved seven or even eight times in nine
years and, in some cases, most of their migrations are returns. Access to an administra-
tive dataset enabled us to analyse nine years of location data for individuals who work in
the formal sector in Colombia and describe their migration patterns. However, far from
being a representative sample of the country, it focuses on a specific set of people: formal
employees who worked (almost) continuously between 2008 and 2016. Hence, we have a
biased population sample in terms of age, income, gender and other demographics, so we
cannot observe retirement or student migration, for example. Part of the gaps observed
(e.g., between genders) is due to this bias. Also, besides the population bias, we capture
the city where a person lives based on the address of their job, which might not corre-
spond to the actual location, particularly under remote working schemes. Although still
limited in most countries, administrative records provide valuable inputs to understand
and forecast demographic trends faster and more precisely than census data.

Our results highlight a very substantial challenge in terms of gender. We observe
that women experience a wage gap (113), are less likely to be formal employees (40%
of the formal market in 2016 were women), and are also less likely to pass our filtering
procedure (38.6% of the filtered observations are women). This indicates that women
are more likely than men to work only for a few years in the formal economy or to work
intermittently. Women are more likely to stay in the same city; women who move do it
at a lower rate than their male counterparts, tend to return to previously-lived cities, and
travel a shorter distance. The gender divide is larger than the age divide. Most of these
differences are likely to be rooted in the country’s gender inequality, with substantial
implications for Colombia’s mobility and productivity.

Between one year and the next, only 5.5% of people will move and from those who
move, 19.4% will return one year later. Thus, looking only at three consecutive years of
data, it would be concluded that migration and returning are very infrequent. However,
our novel estimation method generates opposing results. Roughly 30% of people will
eventually move, and some people move many times, so migration is highly concentrated
among a few individuals (as it happens with wealth). Most human activities tend to
concentrate in different ways. For example, a small population group suffers most of the
crimes (114), but also a small group commits the majority of the crimes (115). Many
commercial and social activities are highly concentrated. For instance, the richest person
has more wealth than the population of various countries combined. Considering the
migration rate λi as the variable of interest, we compute the Gini index across all indi-
viduals i in a standard manner (see the Supplementary Information for the corresponding
Lorentz curves). We find that the top 5% migratory individuals accumulate nearly 25%
of the migration rate in Colombia and the top 24% accumulate 80% of the migration
rate. Similar to the dichotomy observed for daily mobility patterns (54), here we observe
a large population group that will never move and a small population that moves with
high intensity. The Gini index of the migration rate is high, with a coefficient of 0.7206 for
all Colombia, but it is even more concentrated for mature (0.7942) and female (0.7501)
populations.

Return migration is very common. Three out of four times that a person moves, after
their first migration, they will move back to previously lived cities. Thus, a large part
of the internal migration flow is going back. However, there is a significant difference
between the young and mature, between men and women and between cities. Young
people from the countryside are highly likely to move and not return, as opposed to
mature people from large cities, who are likely not to move, and if they do, they almost
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certainly return.
Finally, high levels of outward migration are concerning for secondary cities in Colom-

bia. Smaller cities tend to experience a larger outflow of people with fewer returns com-
pared to Medelĺın, Cali and Bogotá. These cities create less formal jobs and have a
lower formality rate (93). Thus, small secondary cities are lagging metropolitan areas,
less capable of creating formal employment, and are less likely to keep their workers or
attract them to return after their first migration and compete with primary cities (116).
The challenge is substantial as 68% of the population in Colombia lives in one of the
62 metropolitan areas considered here, with 43% residing in a city with more than one
million inhabitants and 57% in smaller cities. Most Colombians live in a secondary city
with less than one million inhabitants (25.2%), where people are more inclined to leave
and never return. Our results indicate that small cities in Colombia will undergo an accel-
erated ageing process due to internal migration. The issue is even more complex for the
countryside, home to 31.2% of the total population but less than 7% of formal employees.
Young people from the countryside, particularly males, are very likely to move to a city
and not return to the countryside, worsening the gender balance and accelerating the
ageing of its population. A similar process is also expected in other parts of the world
with a high intensity of inter-urban migration (14), and so it is likely that small cities in
Mexico or Brazil, for example, will experience a similar accelerated ageing process.

6 Data availability

We use administrative records of the social security system in Colombia (abbreviated
as PILA in Spanish, meaning the Integrated Report of Social Security Contributions),
which contains job information about all formal workers in Colombia. We are unable to
directly share the raw data. However, there is a protocol for gaining secure access to the
data via the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit (MFPC) of Colombia or the Ministry
of Health and Social Protection (MHSP) of Colombia. We followed that protocol and
gained permission to use the PILA dataset for the current study. Please contact the
ministries directly for more information.

7 Code availability

No relevant code was produced for this manuscript.
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